VENDOR GROUP:

MERCHANDISE VENDORS (EXCEPT PIONEER HALL)

ACTIVE IMAGINATIONS LLC -- MATT HENDERSON
1425 Metro East #116; Pleasant Hill, IA 50327;  515-509-5334
   VI BLDG 921
   Products Include: BISON COOLER; BISON DRINKWARE; MARS DRINKWARE;

ALL OF US -- LEE SHUMATE
15958 Hwy 655; Sondheimer, LA 71276;  318-552-6104
   #910 VIB SOUTH ROOM
   Products Include: BREAD; DIPS; SOUP;

ALTOONA LIONS CLUB -- ROGER MAHNKE
2785 1st Ave. S. #102; Altoona, IA 50009;  515-967-4401
   LIVESTOCK PAVILLION
   Products Include: PAINT SPIN ART;

AMBRIZ JEWELRY -- ADOLFO & VERONICA AMBRIZ
PO Box 1247; Fredricksburg, TX 78624;  830-990-4932
   VI BLDG 734-735
   Products Include: ACCESSORIES-CUFF LINKS, MONEY CLIPS, BELT BUCKLES; CUSTOMIZED BOOT ACCESSORIES;
   AMERICAN COIN COLLECTION JEWELRY, CUSTOMIZED JEWELRY; HORSE HAIR JEWELRY; IOWA MAP JEWELRY;
   MONOGRAM JEWELRY; PERSONALIZED JEWELRY; JEWELRY-RINGS AND BRACELETS;
   CATTLE BARN FOYER
   Products Include: BRASSWARE; HANDCRAFTED STERLING SILVER JEWELRY;

B & B FARM STORE INC -- DON BLOES
PO Box 546; Jesup, IA 50648;  319-827-1463
   RUAN PLAZA SOUTH OF VI BLDG
   Products Include: LOW BALLS; CAN COOKERS; YETI COLSTERS; YETI COOLERS; OUTDOOR FIRE PITS; TRAEGER
   GRILL; YETI MERCHANDISE; PELLETS; RAMBLERS; SAUCES; SPICES;
   MG PLAZA BELOW SKYGLIDER WEST
   Products Include: BBQ HACK; CANYON POLY FURNITURE; FIRE DISC; LAKE AND POND SUPPLIES;

B AND B STUDIOS LLC -- ROBERT BROWN
43 Farina Rd; Hull, MA 02045;  314-497-8538
   AG BLDG MAIN FLOOR
   Products Include: HAND BLOWN GLASS ANIMALS AND DECORATIONS;

BAMBOO SWITCH -- JORDAN & ALEXANDER AKENS
5065 Stewart Ave; White Bear Lake, MN 55110;  651-325-6300
SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: SISAL SOAP SAVER BAG, MUSLIN COTTON PRODUCE BAG, COTTON MESH PRODUCE BAG AND SHOPPING BAG; WOOL DRYER BALLS; BAMBOO HAIRBRUSH; BAMBOO SOAP LIFT, MAKEUP REMOVER PADS AND HOLDER; BAMBOO TOOTHBRUSHES, TRAVEL CASES AND TOOTHBRUSH STANDS; TOOTH TABLETS, SILK FLOSS AND CHARCOAL TEETH WHITENING POWDER; BEES WAX FOOD SAVER WRAP;

BEST EVER BEAUTY SALON -- KENDRA QUACH
1580 Andrews Dr; Pleasant Hill, IA 50327;  515-537-0087

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: MAGENTIC EYELASH; HAIR CREAM SLICK GELS; SELFIE CLIP LIGHTS; ROSES WOODEN; SQUISHIE TOYS;

BIG BARN HARLEY-DAVIDSON -- DAN MOELLERS
81 NW 49th Pl; Des Moines, IA 50313; 515-265-4444

WEST OF VIB
Products Include: HARLEY-DAVIDSON COLLECTIBLES; DISPLAY OF HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTORCYCLES;

BLAINE B. HUDNALL -- RICHARD HUDNALL
2432 Hull Ave; Des Moines, IA 50317; 515-266-5787

VI BLDG- EAST CANOPY
Products Include: AIR BRUSH PAINTED CAP; CAP & T-SHIRT TRANSFERS; AIR BRUSH PAINTED T-SHIRT;

BUNNIES AND BOWS -- CHRYSA SPARROW
1332 Falcon Dr; Lewisville, TX 75077; 972-317-2962

AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: TUTU APRONS; PILLOWCASES-PERSONALIZED ON SITE; TOOTH FAIRY PILLOWS; FLOUR SACK KITCHEN TOWELS;

C & R DISCOUNT -- RANDY & TABITHA SCHLENKER
906 Prairie Dr SW; Bondurant, IA 50035; 515-967-0227

NORTH OF EXHIBITION CENTER, EAST OF THRILL TOWN
Products Include: CAR; HATS; JEWELRY; METAL SIGNS; MOTORCYCLE HELMETS; PERFUME; PLAQUES; POSTERS; SUNGLASSES; TOOLS; WIND CHIMES;

CARE CUBES LLC -- TIM KOVACEVICH
362 NW Main St; Elkhart, IA 50073; 515-710-6648

ELWELL
Products Include: ADVIL; ANDROID CHARGER NEW MODEL; ANDROID CHARGER OLD MODEL; ANTISEPTIC TOWELETTES; BUG SPRAY WIPES; CHAPSTICK; CLAIRTON ALLERGY; DISPOSABLE CAMERA; DISPOSABLE TOOTH BRUSH; FIRST AID KITS; FIT BIT STYLE BRACELET; FLIP FLOPS ONE SIZE FITS ALL; HAND SANITIZER; IBUPROFEN; IPHONE CHARGER 6/7/8/10; MULTI TOOL; PONCHOS; ROLAIDS; SUNSCREEN SPRAY; TAGAMET; TAMPON STYLE 1; TAMPON STYLE 2; TUMS; TYLENOL; WET WIPES;

SHOPPERS MART
Products Include: ADVIL; ANDROID CHARGER NEW MODEL; ANDROID CHARGER OLD MODEL; ANTISEPTIC TOWELETTES; BUG SPRAY WIPES; CHAPSTICK; CLAIRTON ALLERGY; DISPOSABLE CAMERA; DISPOSABLE TOOTH BRUSH; FIRST AID KITS; FIT BIT STYLE BRACELET; FLIP FLOPS ONE SIZE FITS ALL; HAND SANITIZER; IBUPROFEN; IPHONE CHARGER 6/7/8/10; MULTI TOOL; ROLAIDS; SUNSCREEN SPRAY; TAGAMET; TAMPON STYLE 1; TAMPON STYLE 2; TUMS; TYLENOL; WET WIPES;
SERVICE CENTER
Products Include: ADVIL; ANDROID CHARGER NEW MODEL; ANDROID CHARGER OLD MODEL; ANTISEPTIC TOWELETTES; BUG SPRAY WIPES; CHAPSTICK; CLAIRTON ALLERGY; DISPOSABLE CAMERA; DISPOSABLE TOOTH BRUSH; FIRST AID KITS; FIT BIT STYLE BRACELET; FLIP FLOPS ONE SIZE FITS ALL; HAND SANITIZER; IBUPROFEN; IPHONE CHARGER 6/7/8/10; MULTI TOOL; PONCHOS; ROLAIDS; SUNSCREEN SPRAY; TAGAMET; TAMPON STYLE 1; TAMPON STYLE 2; TUMS; TYLENOL; WET WIPES;

SKYLGLIDER EAST
Products Include: ADVIL; ANDROID CHARGER NEW MODEL; ANDROID CHARGER OLD MODEL; ANTISEPTIC TOWELETTES; BUG SPRAY WIPES; CHAPSTICK; CLAIRTON ALLERGY; DISPOSABLE CAMERA; DISPOSABLE TOOTH BRUSH; FIRST AID KITS; FIT BIT STYLE BRACELET; FLIP FLOPS ONE SIZE FITS ALL; HAND SANITIZER; IBUPROFEN; IPHONE CHARGER 6/7/8/10; MULTI TOOL; PONCHOS; ROLAIDS; SUNSCREEN SPRAY; TAGAMET; TAMPON STYLE 1; TAMPON STYLE 2; TUMS; TYLENOL; WET WIPES;

LEARNING CENTER
Products Include: ADVIL; ANDROID CHARGER NEW MODEL; ANDROID CHARGER OLD MODEL; ANTISEPTIC TOWELETTES; BUG SPRAY WIPES; CHAPSTICK; CLAIRTON ALLERGY; DISPOSABLE CAMERA; DISPOSABLE TOOTH BRUSH; FIRST AID KITS; FIT BIT STYLE BRACELET; FLIP FLOPS ONE SIZE FITS ALL; HAND SANITIZER; IBUPROFEN; IPHONE CHARGER 6/7/8/10; MULTI TOOL; PONCHOS; ROLAIDS; SUNSCREEN SPRAY; TAGAMET; TAMPON STYLE 1; TAMPON STYLE 2; TUMS; TYLENOL; WET WIPES;

AG BUILDING
Products Include: ADVIL; ANDROID CHARGER NEW MODEL; ANDROID CHARGER OLD MODEL; ANTISEPTIC TOWELETTES; BUG SPRAY WIPES; CHAPSTICK; CLAIRTON ALLERGY; DISPOSABLE CAMERA; DISPOSABLE TOOTH BRUSH; FIRST AID KITS; FIT BIT STYLE BRACELET; FLIP FLOPS ONE SIZE FITS ALL; HAND SANITIZER; IBUPROFEN; IPHONE CHARGER 6/7/8/10; MULTI TOOL; PONCHOS; ROLAIDS; SUNSCREEN SPRAY; TAGAMET; TAMPON STYLE 1; TAMPON STYLE 2; TUMS; TYLENOL; WET WIPES;

FIRST AID BLDG
Products Include: ADVIL; ANDROID CHARGER NEW MODEL; ANDROID CHARGER OLD MODEL; ANTISEPTIC TOWELETTES; BUG SPRAY WIPES; CHAPSTICK; CLAIRTON ALLERGY; DISPOSABLE CAMERA; DISPOSABLE TOOTH BRUSH; FIRST AID KITS; FIT BIT STYLE BRACELET; FLIP FLOPS ONE SIZE FITS ALL; HAND SANITIZER; IBUPROFEN; IPHONE CHARGER 6/7/8/10; MULTI TOOL; PONCHOS; ROLAIDS; SUNSCREEN SPRAY; TAGAMET; TAMPON STYLE 1; TAMPON STYLE 2; TUMS; TYLENOL; WET WIPES;

HORSE BARN
Products Include: ADVIL; ANDROID CHARGER NEW MODEL; ANDROID CHARGER OLD MODEL; ANTISEPTIC TOWELETTES; BUG SPRAY WIPES; CHAPSTICK; CLAIRTON ALLERGY; DISPOSABLE CAMERA; DISPOSABLE TOOTH BRUSH; FIRST AID KITS; FIT BIT STYLE BRACELET; FLIP FLOPS ONE SIZE FITS ALL; HAND SANITIZER; IBUPROFEN; IPHONE CHARGER 6/7/8/10; MULTI TOOL; PONCHOS; ROLAIDS; SUNSCREEN SPRAY; TAGAMET; TAMPON STYLE 1; TAMPON STYLE 2; TUMS; TYLENOL; WET WIPES;

LIVESTOCK PAVILION
Products Include: ADVIL; ANDROID CHARGER NEW MODEL; ANDROID CHARGER OLD MODEL; ANTISEPTIC TOWELETTES; BUG SPRAY WIPES; CHAPSTICK; CLAIRTON ALLERGY; DISPOSABLE CAMERA; DISPOSABLE TOOTH BRUSH; FIRST AID KITS; FIT BIT STYLE BRACELET; FLIP FLOPS ONE SIZE FITS ALL; HAND SANITIZER; IBUPROFEN; IPHONE CHARGER 6/7/8/10; MULTI TOOL; PONCHOS; ROLAIDS; SUNSCREEN SPRAY; TAGAMET; TAMPON STYLE 1; TAMPON STYLE 2; TUMS; TYLENOL; WET WIPES;

JACOBSON BLDG
Products Include: ADVIL; ANDROID CHARGER NEW MODEL; ANDROID CHARGER OLD MODEL; ANTISEPTIC TOWELETTES; BUG SPRAY WIPES; CHAPSTICK; CLAIRTON ALLERGY; DISPOSABLE CAMERA; DISPOSABLE TOOTH BRUSH; FIRST AID KITS; FIT BIT STYLE BRACELET; FLIP FLOPS ONE SIZE FITS ALL; HAND SANITIZER; IBUPROFEN; IPHONE CHARGER 6/7/8/10; MULTI TOOL; PONCHOS; ROLAIDS; SUNSCREEN SPRAY; TAGAMET; TAMPON STYLE 1; TAMPON STYLE 2; TUMS; TYLENOL; WET WIPES;
CLEAR CREEK ORCHARD -- MARTIN & TERESA CONRADI
11200 Hwy 330 N; Collins, IA 50055; 515-210-4002
AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: HOMEMADE STYLE JAMS;

COLLECTOR'S CORNER -- PETER OHORILKO
5030 Timberwood Ct.; West Des Moines, IA 50265; 515-710-2615
WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: BALLCARDS; CAN KOOZIE; KIDS CARDS; SPORTS CARDS; TEAM FOOTBALL HELMETS; TEAM FOOTBALLS; LICENSED IOWA MEMORABILIA; LICENSED IOWA STATE MEMORABILIA; TEAM FREEZER MUGS; SPORTS PENNANTS; SPORTS PICTURES;

COLOR STREET INDEPENDENT STYLIST -- CATHLEEN LINDGREN
30275 Norway Dr NW; Cambridge, MN 55008; 612-282-2242
WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: COLOR STREET NAIL POLISH;

COMPUTER PORTRAIT SYSTEMS -- JOHN HENDRICKSON
1015 Bunker Dr; Fairlawn, OH 44333; 330-958-2490
VI BLDG- EAST CANOPY
Products Include: COMPUTER PORTRAIT ITEMS;

COWHIDE OUTLET -- JAIME TORO
750 Us Hwy 80 STE 200/632; Forney, TX 75126; 210-323-8031
CATTLE BARN FOYER
Products Include: COWHIDE LAMP SHADES; COWHIDE AREA PATCHWORK; COWHIDE BAGS; COWHIDE COASTERS; COWHIDE HALL RUNNER; COWHIDE PILLOWS; COWHIDE PLACEMATS; COWHIDE RUGS; COWHIDE TABLE RUNNER;

CRYSTAL CREATIONS -- JAMES JONES
311 W Washington Ave; Fairfield, IA 52556-3321; 641-919-7331
VI BLDG- EAST CANOPY
Products Include: PEWTER FIGURES; FRAMED BUTTERFLIES; CRYSTAL JEWELRY; GOLD JEWELRY; SUN CATCHERS; SUNGLASSES; LED TRINKETS;

DAYNA'S CURATED COLLECTIONS INC -- MICHAEL & DAYNA ANDERSON
325 NW View High Dr.; Lees Summit, MO 64081; 816-215-4128
SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: FASHION BAGS; FASHION HAND BAGS; LEATHER BAGS; LEATHER HAND BAGS; LEATHER BELTS; LEATHER CELL PHONE CASES; LEATHER FANNY PACKS; FASHION HATS; LEATHER ORGANIZERS; LEATHER PURSE; FASHION WALLETS; LEATHER WALLETS;

DISCOVERY TOYS -- KAREN MCFARLAND-MILLER
403 S Dubuque St; Solon, IA 52333; 319-321-1611
SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: EDUCATIONAL GAMES; EDUCATIONAL TOYS;

D'MARIE -- DALE PEDRETTI
PO Box 112; Westby, WI 54667; 608-606-3381
SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: FRAPPE VINO; WINE MAGNETS; WINE TEA TOWELS; INSULATED WINE TUMBLERS; TUSCAN TRIANGLES;

DONA BELA SHREDS -- ALLISON DAVIDSON
1251 73rd St; Windsor Heights, IA 50324; 877-364-0884
WEST SHOPPERS’ MART
Products Include: SHREDS ECO ACCESSORY HEADWEAR; SHREDS ECO ACCESSORY NECKWEAR; THREADS ECO ACCESSORY BRACELETS; GAME DAY THREADS;

DOUGHMAKERS KITCHEN LLC -- BETTE LAPLANTE
5839 Jamestown Sq Lane; Indianapolis, IN 46234; 317-919-5668
WEST SHOPPERS’ MART
Products Include: DECORATING EQUIPMENT FOR CAKES AND COOKIES; DOUGHMAKERS BAKEWARE; KITCHEN GADGETS AND ACCESSORIES;

DRIFTLESS STUDIOS -- DEREK PEDRETTI
105 First St.; Westby, WI 54667; 608-606-0063
VI BLDG 659-660
Products Include: WOOD MAGNETS; PHOTO BLOCKS; RECLAIMED BARN BOARD SIGNS; TEA TOWELS;

ENCHANTED BEAUTY -- TABBIE HIATT
1731 E Lacona Ave; Des Moines, IA 50320; 515-770-8810
SHOPPERS’ MART
Products Include: BABY PRODUCTS-TEETHERS, BLANKETS, TEETHING RINGS AND PACIFIER LEASHES; CLOTH BOWL COOZIE, FACE BUFFERS, HOTPAD, SWEET POTATO BAKERS, WATER BOTTLE COVERS, CURLING IRON SLEEVE AND UTILITY BAGS; JEWELRY-NECKLACES, BRACELETS, EARRINGS -NEW AND UPCYCLED; KEY CHAINS; CLOTH PURSES;

EVENT TOYZ LLC -- SHAWN LEE DEVOOGHT
1125 Marion Ave; Milwaukee, WI 53172-3144; 414-282-6280
NORTH SIDE OF GRAND AVE, EAST OF FAMILY CENTER
Products Include: TOY NOVELTIES;
NEAR WEST ENTRANCE TO THE MIDWAY
Products Include: TOY NOVELTIES;
NORTH SIDE OF GRAND AVE, FRONT OF OLD MILL
Products Include: NOVELTIES;
SPACE NEAR SW CORNER OF ANIMAL LEARNING CENTER
Products Include: TOY NOVELTIES;
THRILLVILLE SE
Products Include: TOYS NOVELTIES;
S SIDE OF GRAND AVE, W OF CRYSTAL STUDIO BLDG
Products Include: TOY NOVELTIES;
EAST END OF TRIANGLE, NORTH SIDE OF WALK
Products Include: TOY NOVELTIES;
SOUTH END OF TRIANGLE EAST OF ADMIN. BLDG.
Products Include: TOY NOVELTIES;

FARMHER INC -- MARJI GUYLER-ALANIZ
FarmHer; Grimes, IA 50111; 515-444-5261

NORTH OF EXHIBITION CENTER
Products Include: FARMHER CUPS; RANCHHER CUPS; FARMHER HATS; RANCHHER HATS; FARMHER HEADBANDS; RANCHHER HEADBANDS; FARMHER MERCHANDISE; RANCHHER MERCHANDISE; FARMHER MUGS; RANCHHER MUGS; FARMHER PRINTS; RANCHHER PRINTS; FARMHER TANK TOPS; RANCHHER TANK TOPS; FARMHER T-SHIRTS; RANCHHER T-SHIRTS;

FIRST 2 MARKET PRODUCTS -- KATHY SACKET
25671 Ft Meigs Rd #A; Perrysburg, OH 43551; 419-874-5444
WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: GRIPSTIC BAG SEALER; GRIPSTIC CLEAN MICROFIBER; GRIPSTIC SNAP BAGS;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: GRIPSTIC BAG SEALER; GRIPSTIC CLEAN MICROFIBER; GRIPSTIC HANDLE; GRIPSTIC SNAP BAGS; POUCHES XTREME;

FOOT PHARMACY DIRECT/BODY BALANCE -- RANDALL PENNINGTON
906 W McDermott STE 116, 312; Allen, TX 75013; 800-860-2773
SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: ALZNNER ARCH SUPPORTS; ORTHOTICS FOOT PHARMACY ORTHOTICS;

FOREVER N FASHION, LLC -- JON LITTLE
2400 Cypress Tree Trail; Saint Cloud, FL 34770; 407-738-0175
VI BLDG 700-701
Products Include: CLOTHING WOMEN; SHOES WOMEN;

FRANCO'S -- SUSAN CASTELLANOS
1125 Debra Dr.; Costa Mesa, CA 92626; 209-534-6365
NORTH OF EXHIBITION CENTER
Products Include: APPAREL-JEANS, TOPS, SHOES AND CAPS; JEWELRY AND ACCESSORIES; MONEY CLIPS, WATCH BANDS AND SHADOW BOXES; PURSES, WALLETS, BELTS AND KEY RINGS;

FRONTLINE DEFENDER LLC -- BRIAN EISEL
5300 S 76th St.; Greendale, WI 53129; 414-719-1393
VI BLDG NORTHWEST CANOPY
Products Include: MILITARY & FIRST RESPONDER APPAREL; COLLECTIBLE MILITARY & FIRST RESPONDER GIFT ITEMS; PATRIOTIC, MILITARY & FIRST RESPONDER THEMED HATS; WOODEN NIGHT LIGHTS; DIE CAST PATROL CAR MODELS; PATRIOTIC, MILITARY AND FIRST RESPONDER HATS, PINS, FLAGS & STICKERS; WOODEN PLAQUES FOR MILITARY AND FIRST RESPONDERS;

FUTURE VISION 2 -- WAYNE DECKER
1655 Atz Road; Malabar, FL 32950; 573-378-0364
VI BLDG NORTHWEST CANOPY
Products Include: CELL PHONE ACCESSORIES INCLUDING AIRPODS;
FUTURE VISION -- WAYNE DECKER
1655 Atz Road; Malabar, FL 32950;  573-378-0364-Wayne

VI BLDG- EAST CANOPY
Products Include: OCTOPUS; POP ITS;

VI BLDG 104
Products Include: STICKY LINT ROLLER;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: PEELER SLICER;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: BATTERY OPERATED PUZZLE CAR SETS;

AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: GERMAN FDA APPROVED GLUE;

G & R ROCK KEEPSAKES -- TRENT OR ANGELA GRUNDMEYER
30379 US Hwy 69; Huxley, IA 50124;  515-205-9987

AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: AGATE SLICES; GEODE NECKLACES; GEODE NIGHTLIGHTS, BOOK AND KEYCHAINS; COLORED GEODES; GEODES TO CRACK OPEN; WORRY STONES; G & R T-SHIRT;

GARDNER'S WISCONSIN CHEESE & SAUSAGE -- TYE GARDNER
10558 County Rd. B; Marshfield, WI 54449;  402-637-6112

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: FAMILY-CRAFTED CHEESE; FAMILY-CRAFTED SAUSAGE;

GENERAL STORE -- REGINA PIRTLE
12620 Carter Trail; Carlisle, IA 50047;  515-285-2166

HERITAGE VILLAGE NEAR PIONEER HALL
Products Include: OLD FASHION GENERAL STORE ITEMS;

GLOBAL FAIR PLAY LLC. DBA WONDERPAX -- JOHN ESTRELLA
400 NW 46th St.; Miami, Fl. 33127;  786-444-4466

VI BLDG- EAST CANOPY
Products Include: WONDER PAX - HOT AND COLD PACKS;

GOODRICH -- MARK GOODRICH
2605 Allison Ave; Des Moines, IA 50310;  515-473-5330

CATTLE BARN FOYER
Products Include: USBORNE BOOKS; COLLECTIBLES; COMIC BOOKS; FARM TOYS-ERTL, SPECCAST, PEDAL TRACTORS;

GREAT RIVER MAPLE LLC -- DORINDA POTTER
217 Clay Brick Lane; Garnavillo, IA 52049;

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: BOURBON AGED MAPLE SYRUP; SPREADABLE MAPLE SYRUP;
AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: BOURBON AGED MAPLE SYRUP; SPREADABLE MAPLE SYRUP;

GYM-N-EAT CRICKET LLC -- SHELBY SMITH
20433 570th Ave; Ames, IA 50010;  515-686-7505
AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: CRICKET ENERGY BARS; ROASTED CRICKETS; CRICKET POWDER;

HARE DO -- MARK CRANSTON
1808 73rd St; Windsor Heights, IA 50324;  973-476-8837
SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: HAIR TWISTS;

HAWAIIAN MOON -- SHANNON SEYMOUR
1226 Turner St; Clearwater, FL 33756;  888-618-6480
VIB SOUTH ROOM #906
Products Include: CREAM ALOE VERA;

HEX CLOTHING COMPANY -- MCKENZIE HENDRICKX
110 Main St N; Clara City, MN 56222;  320-297-0563
WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: HANDMADE & DESIGNED APPAREL; DESIGNED HATS;

HOMERUN PRODUCTS, LLC -- ASHLEY PATTERSON
5857 Heaven View Dr; Las Vegas, NV 89135;  701-297-6990 Kathy Sloan
WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: COOKWARE;

HOMETOWN MOBILITY -- CHAD SCHLUMBAUM
PO Box 857, 101 Jackson St; Merrill, IA 51038;  712-938-2029
INSIDE GATE 13
Products Include: MOTORIZED DISABILITY SCOOTER; WHEELCHAIR RENTAL;

INSIDE GATE 11
Products Include: MOTORIZED DISABILITY SCOOTER; WHEELCHAIR RENTAL;

INSIDE GATE 15
Products Include: MOTORIZED DISABILITY SCOOTER; WHEELCHAIR RENTAL;

INSIDE GATE 10
Products Include: MOTORIZED DISABILITY SCOOTER; WHEELCHAIR RENTAL;

WEST OF SWINE BARN
Products Include: MOTORIZED DISABILITY SCOOTER; WHEELCHAIR RENTAL;

HOW CUTE -- EDDIE GARCIA
42075 Remington Ave, Suite 103; Temecula, CA 92590;  951-296-5800
CATTLE BARN FOYER
Products Include: MENS CLOTHES; WOMENS CLOTHES; JEANS; FASHION JEWELRY; SHORTS; T-SHIRT;
INSPIRATIONAL GARDENS -- VICKY HAMILTON
9967 Decoursey Pike; Covington, KY 41015; 859-250-2672

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: DECORATIVE GARDEN FLAGS; DECORATIVE HOUSE FLAGS; MAILBOX COVERS;

INSULIGHT -- WILLIAM BROWN
121 S 2nd St; Akron, IA 51001; 712-568-3005

CATTLE BARN FOYER 3011
Products Include: ELECTRIC FENCE FLASHING LIGHTS;

INTERNATIONAL HOUSEWARES, INC. -- JESSIE PERRY
115 Chestnut St Ste C; Warwick, RI 02888; 401-351-2825

VI BLDG- EAST CANOPY
Products Include: HIP KLIP;

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: SISTACO NAILS;

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: ANTI GLARE; HIP KLIP;

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: OMG FREE TV TV BOX;

IOWA CRAFT BEER TENT -- SCOTT CARLSON
309 Court Avenue #838; Des Moines, IA 50309; 515-875-4838

WEST OF JACOBSEN IOWA CRAFT BEER TENT
Products Include: HATS; SHIRTS; SOCKS;

IOWA CRAFT BEER TENT -- STEVE LINN
309 Court Ave; Des Moines, IA 50309; 515-875-4838

LIVESTOCK PAVILLION
Products Include: IOWA CRAFT BEER HATS; IOWA CRAFT BEER MERCHANDISE; IOWA CRAFT BEER T-SHIRTS;

IOWA HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION -- RHONDA HESTON
52735 187th Ave; Chariton, IA 50049-8616; 515-724-2124

AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: HONEY PRODUCTS; HONEY INFORMATION;

IOWA LIQUIDATIONS LLP -- ROGER MURRAY
PO Box 59; Milo, IA 50166;

NORTH OF EXHIBITION CENTER
Products Include: CONSUMER GOODS-TOOLS; SMALL HAND TOOLS;

IOWA WILD HOCKEY CLUB LLC -- TODD FREDERICKSON
730 Third St; Des Moines, IA 50309; 515-564-8700
VI BLDG- EAST CANOPY
Products Include: IOWA WILD DECALS/STICKERS; IOWA WILD HATS; IOWA WILD HOODIES; IOWA WILD JERSEYS; IOWA WILD KOOZIES; IOWA WILD LANYARDS; IOWA WILD PUCKS; IOWA WILD TICKET PACKAGES; IOWA WILD TOTES; IOWA WILD T-SHIRTS;

J & D STONES -- JEFF HARGRAVE
1974 Independence Ave; Muscatine, IA 52761;  563/263-2339 Jeff

MG PLAZA BELOW SKYGLIDER WEST
Products Include: CONCRETE ITEMS; ENGRAVED STONES; METAL ITEMS;

JEAN GOHEEN -- DON BARNES
6110 Villa Dr; Johnston, IA 50131;  515-360-7604

LIVESTOCK PAVILLION
Products Include: BAGS TOTE; CAP; AIRWALK FOOTWARE; SUNGLASSES; SWEATSHIRTS; T-SHIRTS;

K&M GOURMET POPCORN & SNACKS, LLC -- KYLE KING
721 Webster St; Chillicothe, MO 64601;  660-654-0583

VARIED INDUSTRIES BLG CONFERENCE ROOMS. SW SIDE OF VIB
Products Include: BAGGED POPCORN;

KALONA AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE -- KALONA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
PO Box 615; Kalona, IA 52247;  319-656-2660

VI BLDG 561-562/619-620
Products Include: KALONA MADE PRODUCTS;

KC EXOTIC AIR PLANTS -- KEITH CLARK
7200 E 229th St.; Peculiar, MO 64078;  816-620-4358

AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: PLANT ACCESSORIES; WOODEN CRAFT ITEMS; TERRARIUM DISHES; AIR PLANTS; PLANT STANDS;

KIMBERLY HEALTH PRODUCTS, LLC -- KIMBERLY CARPENTER
9418 Terresina Dr; Naples, FL 34119;  641-743-2750

CATTLE BARN FOYER
Products Include: MAGNETIC HEALTH THERAPY PRODUCTS;

KITCHEN CRAFT -- JENNIFER HOUCK
4129 United Ave; Dora, FL 32757;  352-483-7600

VI BLDG 475-476 / 505-506
Products Include: BAKEWARE; COOKWARE;

AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: BAKEWARE; COOKWARE;

KOOPERZ KREATIONZ -- TRISHA WILDER
812 W Main St; Marshalltown, IA 50158;  641-351-9181

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: DIY BRACELETS; DIY CHARMS; DIY KEY CHAINS; DIY NECKLACES; STAINLESS STEEL RINGS;
KORIES KLOSET -- RANDY FULK
10094 Antilles Drive; Seminole, FL 33776; 727-418-6692

VI BLDG 261-262/319-320
Products Include: BATHING SUITS; CLOTHING CHILDRENS BOUTIQUE; CLOTHING CHILDRENS CHRISTMAS; CLOTHING CHILDRENS FALL; CLOTHING CHILDRENS FARM; DRESSES CHILDRENS; HAT CHILDRENS; JACKETS CHILDRENS RAIN; PANTS CHILDREN; SHORTS CHILDRENS;

KSCANUCK LLC -- JUDY LOHMEYER
PO Box 1628; Emporia, KS 66801; 620-342-7178

AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: HUMMINGBIRD FEEDERS; ORIOLES FEEDERS; WINDOW GLASS HANGER;

LAVENDER LIFE OF PLEASANT HILL INC -- KINDRA OLSON
1687 NE 56th St; Pleasant Hill, IA 50327; 515-401-2612

AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: LAVENDER BOUQUETS - FRESH OR DRIED; LAVENDER CANDLES, SPRAYS AND SACHETS; LAVENDER OIL, LOTION AND BATH BOMBS;

LEASHES BY LIZ -- ELIZABETH CARDENAS
PO Box 392; Bennett, CO 80102; 303-710-0704

SHOPPERS’ MART
Products Include: HANDMADE PARACORD PET PRODUCTS; PET PRODUCTS-LEASHES, COLLOARDS, COLLAR CAPS, SURVIVAL BARCELETS;

LONG CREEK OUTFITTERS -- MARK & JODI SMITH
1601 W 1st St; Leon, IA 50144; 641-446-3535

NORTH OF HORSE BARN
Products Include: BOOTS; WESTERN WEAR;

M & E SALES -- KEVIN MACH
150 W 88th St #114; Bloomington, MN 55420; 952-884-0326

VI BLDG- EAST CANOPY
Products Include: SCRABBLE WALL ART;

MACHUPICCHU -- MERCEDES GONZALES
1201 Remington Ranch Rd; Mansfield, TX 76063; 972-513-5009

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: PERU ITEMS;

MADAME MARY LLC -- JAMES HANKEN
1089 SE 68th St; Pleasant Hill, IA 50327;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: ORIGINAL OR SPICY BLOODY MARY MIX;

MADCRAFT SIGN COMPANY -- ANDREW MADSEN
2920 s judith st.; Salt Lake City, UT 84106; 801-243-8843

VI BLDG 323-325
Products Include: CUSTOM ALUMINUM SIGNS;
MEDI MASSAGERS WORLDWIDE -- JAMES RUSSO
15760 Laguna Ave; Lake Elsinore, CA 92530;
SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: MEDI FOOT AND BACK MASSAGER; MINI-ACCUPRESSURE MASSAGER; MASSAGER PILLOW;

MID-STATES WOOL GROWERS -- GARY ERICKSON
1896 220th St; Humboldt, IA 50548; 515-332-1680
SHEEP BARN
Products Include: SHEARING GOODS; SHEEP SUPPLIES; WOOLEN GOODS;

MR. ED'S FLAG POLE CO. -- DEAN FASTNACHT
235 Follett Rd; Council Bluffs, IA 51503; 402-630-9225
MG PLAZA BELOW SKYGLIDER WEST
Products Include: FLAG POLES; FLAGS; PATRIOTIC GIFTS; TAPESTRY; WEATHER VANES;

MUST HAVE MOVIES -- SHANE LEE
801 Riverside Dr; Old Hickory, TN 37138; 615-268-5539
VI BLDG 461-462
Products Include: CLASSIC MOVIE COLLECTIBLES; TV SERIES DVDS;

MY MASSAGE PILLOW -- JON SHEARON
105 Mansker Park Drive; Hendersonville, TN 37075;
WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: MASSAGE PILLOW;

MY PILLOW, INC -- JIM FURLONG
2101 4th Ave East Ste 100; Shakopee, MN 55379; 952-826-8599
SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: BEADS; PET BEDS; TOPPERS MATTRESSES; BED PILLOW; PILLOW CASES; CHIRO PILLOW; TRAVEL PILLOW; UTILITY PILLOW;

NATIVE WORLD -- JAMIE FARINANGO
5673 West Grover St; Chicago, IL 60630; 773-354-4706
VI BLDG NORTHEAST CANOPY
Products Include: BAGS; WOMENS CLOTHING; HAND MADE JEWELRY;

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: BAGS; WOMENS CLOTHING; HAND MADE JEWELRY;

NATURE HILL NV -- NADAV HESKIEL
8550 W Desert Inn Rd #102-163; Las Vegas, NV 89117; 702-751-1808
WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: BODY PRODUCTS; VITAMASK BLENDER - MAKES FRUIT AND VEGETABLE COLLAGEN MASKS;

AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: BODY PRODUCTS; VITAMASK BLENDER - MAKES FRUIT AND VEGETABLE COLLAGEN MASKS;

NECTAR OF THE VINE -- ANTHONY NASTASI
po Box 597; Burton, Ohio 44021; 440-783-8183
#908 VIB SOUTH ROOM
Products Include: SLUSHIES WINE;

NORWEX -- TIFFANY KLOUDA
118118 SE 64th Ave.; Runnells, IA 50237;  515-991-1073

#923 VIB SOUTH ROOM
Products Include: NORWEX MICROFIBER CLOTHES, FLOOR SYSTEMS, NON-TOXIZ CLEANING SUPPLIES;

OLD TIME PORTRAITS LLC -- SCOTT HENRY
3342 Wooded Lane; Baileys Harbor, WI 54202;
SE OF ADMIN BLDG
Products Include: FRAMES; MATS; OLD TIME PHOTOS; POSTERS;

OLD WESTPORT SPICE -- ANN MYERS
PO Box 749; Goodland, KS 67735;  785-899-2020
AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: COOKBOOK; SOUP MIXES; PACKAGED SPICES;

OZARK MOUNTAIN DESSERT COFFEE -- PAT DILDAY
1106 Dixie Lane; Morrisville, MO 65710;  417-376-2310
VI BLDG 916
Products Include: COFFEE AND BREAD MIXES; GARLIC FLAVOR OILS;

P.S. SALES -- PATSY ROLLO
PO Box 303; Sterling Heights, MI 48311;  586-944-9022
AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: GATOR BALM; GATOR CREAMS;

PASTA OF THE PRAIRIE -- TYLER STEINKAMP
2093 49th St; Marion, IA 52302;
AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: PASTA BASED SOUPS - TEXAS TWO STEP, HEARTY BEEF, CREAMY CHICKEN, CHICKEN NOODLE; PASTA-PARMESAN GARLIC, TOMATO BASIL, ITALIAN HERB, LEMON BASIL, SPINACH; PASTA SALAD MIXES - BACON RANCH, FIESTA MEDITERRANEAN;

PHONE CASE CRAZY DBA THE BUTTERFLY CONNECTION -- KAGAN TATE
PO Box 2574; South Padre Island, TX 78597;  956-241-7770
AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: GLASS FRAMED EXOTIC BUTTERFLIES; BUTTERFLY JEWELRY;

POSEY & JETTS -- KEVIN BREHM
550 36th Ave SW Ste D; Altoona, IA 50009;  515-745-2510
WEST SHOPPERS’ MART
Products Include: WARMIE ANIMALS; EUGY; EYE MASKS; FAT BRAINS; GLO-PALS; KATYDIO WOMEN'S TRUCKER HATS; IMAGINATION STARTERS; PLUSH BALL JELLIES; LUMIPETS; NECK WRAPS; OOLY; SLIPPERS; UMBRELLAS;

PROFASHION HAIR -- SHAY SHARABY
3099 E 14th Ave; Columbus, OH 43219;  614-333-1811
SHOPPERS’ MART
Products Include: HAIR HEATING COMBS; HAIR DRYER, CLIPPERS AND EXTENSIONS; HAIR IRONS AND CURLING WANDS; SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, MASKS & SERUM;

PUREART CRAFT SEASONINGS -- TORI GRAHAM
5303 SW Sumersby DR.; Ankeny, IA 50023;  515-480-3860

#914 VIB SOUTH ROOM
Products Include: SEASONINGS;

QUICK-N-BRITE, INC. -- KARIE SAGIAO
22313 70th Ave. W U-7; Mountlake Terrace, WA ;  800-223-9187

AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: QUICK N' BRITE CLEANING PRODUCTS; SCUMOFF; SCUMOFF SHOWER CLEANER; SUPER SHOT;

RA JAMES & ASSOCIATES -- RECKIE JAMES
2250 Victoria St N #202; Roseville, MN 55113;  651-276-3050

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: BACKPACKS; GEAR BAGS; RANGE BAGS; WHEEL BAGS; RIFLE CASES;

RAND HILL FARMS -- TINA BELAIR
30 Main ST; Dexter, ME 04930;  207-924-3752

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: CHEESE CAKE MIX; INSTANT GOURMET COFFEES; DIP CROCKS; DIPS; HOT CHOCOLATES; LOW SODIUM, NO SUGAR, NO MSG, LOW FAT GOURMET SOUP;

REDFERN INC -- KIP REDFERN
4168 N Pecos Road Ste 102; Las Vegas, NV 89115;  403-735-5130 Ext 226

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: IQ HANDIVAC; IRON STEAMER - STEAM EZEE;

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: THUNDERHEAD SHOWERHEAD;

RESPIRE 1 LLC. -- ERIC ESTRELA
1205 Lincoln Rd, Ste 215; Miami, FL 33139;

AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: KIT 4 IN 1 WINE;

RIBBON FAIR LLC -- BETTY & LARRY KRIEDBERG
12700 Sherwood Pl Ste 308; Minnetonka, MN 55305;  612-819-6095

VI BLDG- EAST CANOPY
Products Include: WONDER FOLD - FOLDING BOARD;

VI BLDG NORTHEAST CANOPY
Products Include: PUZZLE CARS; PUZZLE GEAR; KINETIC SAND;

VI BLDG NORTHWEST CANOPY
Products Include: EURO SCOOTER-ADA COMPLIANT THREE WHEELED SCOOTER;
RISK E BUSINESS LLC -- SCOTT & OLGA ALDRICH
4865 N Sun Copper Court; Tucson, AZ 85745;  520-743-8593

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: SHAMPOO BARS; DEODORANT-HANDCRAFTED NATURAL INGREDIENTS; LIP BALM-
HANDCRAFTED NATURAL INGREDIENTS; LOTION BARS - HANDCRAFTED NATURAL INGREDIENTS;

RIVERS EDGE ENTERPRISES DBA BUCKET STOOLS -- CHAD TITTERINGTON
709 Scott Ave; Salina, KS 67401;  785-577-5386

SHOPPERS’ MART
Products Include: THE ORIGINAL BUCKET STOOL;

RML OF MINNESOTA -- DAVID SCHLAGEL
2239 290th St; Clear Lake, WI 54005;  651-402-0878

AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: GARDEN HOSE CONNECTORS;

ROUGH AND TUMBLE VINTAGE -- WENDY WEHMeyer
118 E Main St; Schuylkill Haven, PA 17972;  631-905-7751

VI BLDG 421-422
Products Include: CLOTHING ACCESSORIES; CLOTHING; COWBOY HATS; CLAY ARTISAN JEWELRY; LEATHER VINTAGE CUFFS; SCARVES, BANDANAS AND HEADBANDS; VINTAGE AND NATIVE AMERICAN PAINTED WINDOW;

ROYAL PRESTIGE OF IOWA -- TED QUICK
5500 Douglas Ave; Des Moines, IA 50310;  515-270-0777

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: ROYAL PRESTIGE COOKWARE; COOKING DEMONSTRATIONS;

RUSTIC 76 -- DEVIN SANDERS
19 Arnold Ave; Council Bluffs, IA 51503;

AG BLDG MAIN FLOOR
Products Include: WOODEN FLAGS;

SCENTSY FRAGRANCE -- SHELLI BICE
830 SE 80th St; Runnells, IA 50237;  515-988-0377

VI BLDG 355-356
Products Include: SCENTSY FRAGRANCE, CANDLES, WARMERS AND WAX;

SELINA VAUGHAN STUDIOS -- PATRICK VAUGHAN
1104 S 2nd St; Fairfield, IA 52556;  310-666-1816

VI BLDG 736-737
Products Include: VINTAGE LINE MERCHANDISE; FEED SACK PILLOW; UPCYCLED FEED/SEED SACKS INTO BAGS, BACKPACKS, WALLETS AND PURSES; VINTAGE AGRICULTURAL IMAGES;

SHINE SOLUTIONS DBA ORGANIX THERAPY -- VERONICA HAMMER
3175 West Ali Baba Unit 807; Las Vegas, NV 89118;  866-511-2350

SHOPPERS’ MART
Products Include: BATH BOMBS; CHAKRA CANDLES; FACE CREAM; HAND HELD ANTI-AGING DEVICE; DIFFUSERS; ESSENTIAL OILS; OILS-TOPICAL APPLICATORS; HANDMADE SOAPS; TEA & TEA ACCESSORIES; TEAPOTS;
AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: FACE CREAM; HAND HELD ANTI-AGING DEVICE;

SHOE MATE -- HAL MEAD
6750 Westown Pkwy STE 200 Box 360; West Des Moines, IA 50266; 515-987-4576
WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: SHOE INSOLES; CUSTOM MADE SHOE MATE ORTHOTICS;

SHOPNADIAS -- NADIA DUNLAP
210 N 2nd St; Minneapolis, MN 55401; 319-594-2023
SHOPPER'S MART 2153
Products Include: CLOTHES BOUTIQUE;

SHOW ME PRODUCTS -- JANET HARVEY
1125 32nd St N; Texas City, TX 77590; 409-948-4457
VI BLDG NORTHWEST CANOPY
Products Include: FAGOR PRESSURE FRYER COOKER; FLATSTACK STORAGE CONTAINERS;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: RANGE-MATE PRO GRILL; FLATSTACK STORAGE CONTAINERS;

SKJORDAL POWDER COATING & ENGRAVING LLC -- JERRY & JESSICA SKJORDAL
9939 Shaw St; Indianola, IA 50125; 515-421-6547
VI BLDG- EAST CANOPY
Products Include: 2D & 3D METAL ART; METAL STAKED YARD ART; METAL WALL ART; METAL FIRE PITS; METAL COAT & LEASH HANGERS; METAL PLANT URNS; METAL FIRE RINGS; METAL SCULPTURE; METAL TABLES;

SMART ART INC -- BRIAN HANSON
4007 141st St; Urbandale, IA 50323-2531; 515-491-4694
SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: FRAMED PRINTS; MATTED LIMITED EDITION PRINTS; OPEN EDITION PRINTS; SPORTS - FARM SPECIFIC PRINTS;

SOCK DRAWER AND MORE, LLC -- DARRELL KLANSKY
PO Box 204; Marlboro, NJ 07746; 917-418-8002
VI BLDG NORTHWEST CANOPY
Products Include: FOOZYS FUN SOCKS;

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: FOOZYS FUN SOCKS;

SPIN ZONE -- RON DAVIS
PO Box 71321; Clive, IA 50325; 515-778-8558
VI BLDG NORTHEAST CANOPY
Products Include: FRISBEE PAINT SPIN ART;

STAFFORD ENTERPRISES -- KEVIN & SHANNON STAFFORD
11450 US Hwy 380 Ste 130290; Cross Road, TX 76227; 940-365-6100
VI BLDG NORTHEAST CANOPY
Products Include: TIGER JAW GARDENER RAKE BROOM; TIGER JAW RATCHET, PRUNERS & LOPPERS INCLUDING CEDAR LOPPER & ADJUSTABLE RAKES; TIGER JAW ULTIMATE HOSE NOZZLE;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: FOOT MASSAGER; THERA TOUCH SHIATSU NECK & BACK MASSAGER; THERA TOUCH SPORT MASSAGER (T-SPORT);

STARR INTERNATIONAL TRADING -- FRANCOIS STARR
27943 Seco Canyon Rd #553; Santa Clarita, CA 91350; 661-263-3118
SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: WINE OPENERS;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: MIRACLE WHISK;

STROLLER RENTAL -- KATHY JAMES GRANEY
1722 Holly Dr; Norwalk, IA 50211;
INSIDE GATE 11
Products Include: STROLLER RENTAL; WAGONS;

INSIDE GATE 15
Products Include: STROLLER RENTAL;

WEST OF ADMIN BLDG
Products Include: STROLLER RENTAL;

SUN PRODUCTS -- WILLIAM SPECHT
712 Pinta Ave; Middletown, OH 45044; 513-423-2258
SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: THE ONE STEP DIRT TRAPPER MAT; PVA MOP; PET BRUSH;

SUPERIOR SLEEP EXPERIENCE LLC -- JAMIE COX
101 SE 29th Terr Ste A; Lee's Summit, MO 64082; 816-366-0010
VI BLDG 250-254/327-331
Products Include: MASSAGE CHAIRS; SUPERIOR SLEEP SYSTEM MATTRESSES;

EAST OF VIB
Products Include: SUPERIOR SLEEP SYSTEM MATTRESSES;

EAST OF VIB
Products Include: SUPERIOR SLEEP SYSTEM MATTRESSES;

SUPERSTAR INNOVATIONS LLC -- MARILYN IANNACCONE
6 Overlook Dr; Belchertown, MA 01007;
VI BLDG- EAST CANOPY
Products Include: BED SHEETS; ARCTIC LAYER PILLOW; SUPER SHAMMY;

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: THE SATEEN COLLECTION BED SHEETS; SHOE CLEANER; PILLOWS; TOWELS;
WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: BAMBOO BATH TOWELS; BAMBOO KITCHEN UTENSILS; BAMBOO PILLOWS; BAMBOO SHEETS; BAMBOO SOCKS;

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: 3-D FRAMED ART ART; ADJUSTABLE MEMORY FOAM PILLOWS; MINI SWEEPERS;

TAYLOR G HOME LLC -- GINNY CARPENTER
150 S Prairie View Dr; West Des Moines, IA 50266;

VI BLDG NORTHEAST CANOPY
Products Include: EXERCISE UNIT POWER STEP;

TCM INTERNATIONAL -- MAURICIO CASTRO
1223 Wilshire Blvd. 945; Santa Monica, CA 90403; 310-392-4608

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: SCRUBBIE SPONGES;

TELEVAC PRODUCTS "OH HOW PRETTY" -- BARBARA OXFORD
24744 Mcfarland Rd; Versailles, MO 65084; 573-746-6088

AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: WALL DECORATIONS; KITCHEN TOWELS; PLACE MATS; POT HOLDERS; SALT & PEPPER SHAKERS; ART SIGNS; TABLE LINENS; TABLE RUNNERS; TABLE TOPPERS;

TELEVAC PRODUCTS -- RICK OXFORD
24744 McFarland Rd; Versailles, MO 65084; 573-372-6473

VI BLDG NORTHEAST CANOPY
Products Include: MASSAGE ELITE HAND HELD GUN; YOGA/EXERCISE/TIK TOC/STRECH/LEGGINGS PANTS; SHIRTS; SHORTS; RUBBER BAND TOY GUNS;

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: PEPPERMINT FOOT BALM; MIGRAINE BUSTER; HAND CLEANER; PUPPYSOFT COAT CONDITIONER; CLEAR EARS; HYDRO GELS; SHOWER GELS; BLEMISH GONE; NAIL FUNGUS KILLER; APR BALM LINAMENT; DIABETIC FOOT PAIN BALM LINAMENT; HPR BALM LINAMENT; SENIOR DOG LINAMENT; APR JOINT LUBRICANTS; MUDD MASK; ATHLETIC PAIN RELIEF; DOG SHAMPOO; NAIL FUNGUS FOOT SOAK; ORGANIC NOSE WASH; TEA TREE FACE WASH;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: RUBBER BAND TOY GUNS;

TERRA LEATHER -- JON ANN ALEX
PO Box 2908; Weatherford, TX 76086; 817-599-6064

VI BLDG 673-674/707-708
Products Include: LEATHER PRODUCTS;

THAT'S A GOOD IDEA -- DAVID & DONNA HARMON
269 County RD 4104; Canton, TX 75103; 903-567-5258

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: GRILL MATS; ULTIMATE BURGER PRESS;
SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: DÉCOR MASSAGE PILLOW; SNOOZ TIME PILLOW;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: SLOGGER GARDEN SHOES;

THE CATES COMPANY -- JAN CATES
PO Box 207; Perrysville, OH 44864; 740-815-3708

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: JEWELRY-CUSTOM MADE 24K GOLD OVERLAID CHAIN BY THE INCH; JEWELRY-RHODIUM OVERLAID CHAIN BY THE INCH;

THE FINISHING TOUCH -- LINDA FRAHM
1342 Hertz Dr SE; Cedar Rapids, IA 52403; 319-389-1949

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: SIGNS FEATURING LIVESTOCK, 4H AND FFA; SNAP JEWELRY; SNAP JEWELRY FEATURING LIVESTOCK, FFA AND 4H;

THE IOWA MARKET -- RICK VALENTINE
16718 Hwy 92; Indianola, IA 50125; 515-961-4785

NORTH OF EXHIBITION CENTER, EAST OF THRILL TOWN
Products Include: IOWA PRODUCTS-SALSA, BBQ SAUCE, MARINATES, HOT SAUCE, MARINARA SAUCE, OILS, SPICES, DIP MIXES, SHIRTS AND GIFT BOXES;

THE ROO SPORT -- EARL BRUNDAGE
5277 S 1035 E; Ogden, UT 84403; 801-458-8576

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: POCKET ROOSPORT MAGNETIC;

THE RUPPERT FAMILY -- SUNDIE RUPPERT
5190 Fulton St.; Norwalk, IA 50211;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: IOWA MADE RADA CUTLERY; T-SHIRT;

THE VINTAGE TIN -- TED THOMASON
19763 320th St; New Prague, MN 56071; 952-200-5848

VI BLDG 359-360
Products Include: SCRAP METAL ART; LAMPS; SUITCASE SPEAKERS; VINTAGE AUTOMOTIVE & FARM MACHINE FURNITURE; VINTAGE AUTOMOTIVE & FARM MACHINE HOME DOCOR;

THIRTY ONE GIFTS -- DIANE MULLIGAN
PO Box 1352; Fort Dodge, IA 50501;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: THIRTY ONE GIFTS: UTILITY TOTES, THERMALS, STORAGE ITEMS, PURSES, TOTES, TRAVEL BAGS, WALLETs, DIAPER BAGS, STROLLER THERMALS;

T-MOBILE -- JEREMY ZESCHKE
401 N Manoa Rd; Havertown, PA 19083; 215-260-9745
NORTH OF EXHIBITION CENTER, EAST OF THRILL TOWN
Products Include: CELL PHONE ACCESSORIES; CELL PHONE CASES; CELLULAR TELEPHONES; CELLULAR TELEPHONES PLANS; DRONES; SPEAKERS;

TURTLE CREEK GEAR LLC -- DEVIN HILDEBRAND
101 English Turn Dr; New Orleans, La 70131;   504-259-1336
WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: 50L TACTICAL BACKPACKS; BEANIES; DIAMONDBACK TACTICAL FLASHLIGHTS; LOGGERHEAD TACTICAL FLASHLIGHTS; HAWKSBIll TACTICAL HEADLAMP; KOOZIE; T-SHIRT;

VAGABOND IMPORTS -- EFRAIN OR ROSALVA ORTIZ
19443 Envoy Ave; Corona, CA 92881;   951-735-0809
VI BLDG NORTHWEST CANOPY
Products Include: BELTS; BLANKETS; BLOUSES; BUCKELS; DRESSES; HAT; LEATHER BILLFOLDS; LEATHER-CIGARETTE CASES; LEATHER COIN PURSES; LEATHER GOODS; LEATHER JACKETS; LEATHER PURSES; LEATHER RIFLE CASES; LEATHER VESTS; MEXICAN PRODUCTS; PONCHOS; PULLOVERS; SWEATERS;

VITA-MIX CORP -- TERI HARTMAN
8615 Usher Rd; Cleveland, OH 44138;   440-782-2555
AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: VITAMIX BLENDER;

WEBSTER ENTERPRISES -- DAVID WEBSTER
6046 FM 2920; Spring, TX 77379;   281-350-4181
VI BLDG NORTHEAST CANOPY
Products Include: AIR BRUSH CARICATURES; PAINTED CARICATURES; K-19 MINI DRONES;

VI BLDG NORTHEAST CANOPY
Products Include: CYCLONE STOOL;

WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: AQUA BLADE CLEANING TOOL; TRANSFORMER CARS; SOUND ART BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS; UFO COPTER;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: IQ SWEEPERS;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: TRIAD AIR PURIFIER;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: GUN GEL;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: HUMIDEW HUMIDIFIERS; SPHERE LIGHT UP;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: TUMERIX DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS;
SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: AUTO FIRE GUARD; HANDHELD TRANSFORMER REMOTE CONTROL CAR; CARBON CLEANING CLOTH; MAGIC COLOR MARKER PENS; TOY POPPER POP;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: GARLIC GRATER;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: QUATRO CASSADA MASSAGER;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: PVA MOP; SMART LIVING STEAM MOP;

WESTERN EDGE -- MELANIE EDGE
1940 250th St; Humboldt, IA 50548;  515-332-2834

VI BLDG NORTHWEST CANOPY
Products Include: WESTERN FOOTWARE; WESTERN WEAR; WESTERN WEAR ACCESSORIES;

CATTLE BARN FOYER
Products Include: WESTERN GIFT ITEMS; WESTERN WEAR;

NORTH OF HORSE BARN
Products Include: CAPS; HORSE GROOMING EQUIPMENT; SADDLES; TACK; WESTERN WEAR;

WILDMAN CARICATURES LLC -- CHARLES WILDER
22093 736th Ave; Albert Lea, MN 56007;

VI BLDG NORTHEAST CANOPY
Products Include: AIR BRUSH CARICATURES; PAINTED CARICATURES;

MIDWAY - THRILLVILLE
Products Include: AIRBRUSH CARICATURES; PAINTED CARICATURES;

R.I. AVE CLOSE TO DIAMOND JACKS
Products Include: AIR BRUSH CARICATURES; PAINTED CARICATURES;

X-TREME ENTERPRISES DBA X-TREME TUPPERWARE -- KRISTA TOLLY
10857 Nevada St; Indianola, IA 50125;  515-210-6841

VI BLDG 357-358/423-424
Products Include: TUPPERWARE PRODUCTS;

YELLOWSTONE SIGNS -- BRANDON SUPERNAW
PO Box 74; Le Grand, CA 95333;  209-201-1420

WEST OF CATTLE BARN
Products Include: REDWOOD SIGNS;

YOUNG LIVING ESSENTIAL OILS -- ANGEL BINGHAM
238 Indiana Dr; Pleasantville, IA 50225;  515-321-7530
WEST SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: COOL AZUL PAIN CREAM; DEODORANT; DIFFUSERS, BRACELETS AND EARRINGS; CAR VENT DIFFUSERS; TEACHER GIFT JAR; KIDS SCENTS PRODUCT LINE; BACK TO SCHOOL SURVIVAL KIT; MINERAL SUNSCREEN-50 SPF; NINGIXIA RED PRODUCT LINE; PREMIUM STARTER KITS WITH DESERT MIST DIFFUSERS; LIFE 9 PROBIOTIC; REUSEABLE WATER BOTTLE WITH VITALITY OILS; SAVVY MINERALS PRODUCT LINE; SEEDLINGS PRODUCT LINE; SHUTRAN PRODUCT LINE; THIEVES PRODUCT LINE; WOOL DRYER BALLS WITH YOUNG LIVING OILS;

ZAVADA SCIENTIFIC/LIVE PEE FREE -- ELIZABETH MORGAN
10649 Shady Trail; Dallas, TX 75220;  214-366-7723
VI BLDG- EAST CANOPY
Products Include: ODOR ELIMINATION PRODUCTS;

ZEE ENTERPRISES -- JON ZOFFKA
3370 N Hayden Rd #123-563; Scottsdale, AZ 85251;  602-909-8299
VI BLDG NORTHWEST CANOPY
Products Include: CRUSHABLE SEA GRASS HAT; SALSA MAKER; MIRICLE KITCHEN PLUS 2000 SALSA MAKER;

VI BLDG 640
Products Include: CUBIC ZIRCONIA JEWELRY;

SHOPPERS' MART
Products Include: DR. HO THERAPY UNIT; RHYTHM TOUCH THERAPY UNIT; WIND SPINNERS;

AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: V- SLICER; HANGING WIND SPINNERS;